
Council officers consult
with emergency services
for seven days before
installing planters. The
filters are easy to move if
problems are discovered.

There will be a full public
consultation after six
months, based on collected
data and our shared
experience on our local
streets

Residents living in the area will still be
able to drive on their street and receive

deliveries

Support your low-traffic neighbourhood

A better place to live:
Safer, Cleaner,
Quieter, Greener.

The main road network is designed and built for through
traffic, unlike our residential streets.

Limiting some motor vehicle movements ensures outsiders
no longer take high-speed "shortcuts" past your home.

Residents
Visitors
Rubbish collection
Deliveries
Emergency services.

All local streets have
complete motor access
for local uses, such as:

"On the (road) closures, which I think are the most controversial, what is most striking to me is in
Belmont ward we have a road closure which blocks off a huge area of the ward between Dorset
Road and Brasted Close and occasionally there have been concerns as to whether that closure
might be removed and I can tell you that it would be incredibly unpopular. The idea that these
closures have a very negative impact when you look at where they have been in for a long time
residents absolutely love them, if you tried to take that out and turn that area into a rat run it

would be very unpopular" - Neil Garratt, Conservative councillor for Belmont Ward



"A quarter of households do not have access to a car,
rising to almost half for the lowest paid, while those

aged under 30 are making 17 per cent fewer journeys
behind the wheel than they were at the start of the
millennium. Building roads for new cars is no longer

the solution. Research indicates that people are more
than six times more likely to be in favour of cycling and

walking schemes than against them. It is time we
designed our towns and cities for them and reaped

the benefits that come with doing so."

Chris Boardman, policy advisor, British Cycling
Dame Sarah Storey, policy advocate, British Cycling

These schemes are being termed “Road Closures” but
the opposite is true. They are an opportunity to open

our streets to more users of the road whether on foot,
wheelchair, pram or children being able to play in the
street. Residents can still use their cars and receive

deliveries but won’t have to share the road with non-
residents using it as a rat-run.

Will it make traffic worse?
Traffic is the result of choices people make, and isn't inevitable.

A major study which used 150 sources for evidence, found that roads that had their capacity
reduced saw an average 41% reduction in traffic. Less than half of the displaced traffic found other

routes, while 25% disappeared entirely.

Do we need this now?
The COVID-19 crisis has created a new fear

of public transport. Once lockdown
restrictions end, our roads are likely to be

full, with more people driving than ever
before in London's history. With over 88%

of motorists using sat-nav apps or
devices, many will be directed down

previously quiet residential streets. Unless
we act now, our neighbourhoods will

become unliveable.


